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.un ive rsi ty po lic y to wa l'fl . .
~y
religion questionable
S. D. Ruck er ,

.

The author of this article does not
officially belong to any religious group,
and has no ties whatsoev er with the one
herein discusse d.
Inter-Va rsity
Christian Fellowship. The facts brought
out in this article, however, seemed to
present inconsist ent and unfair laws
and administ ration of tbe students of
University of Missouri, especiall y those
on the Rolla campus. which was the
reason for writing the article.

In the past few years there has been a
growing controversy between many
individu als in the Univers ity of
Missouri system and especially at UMR
concerning use of University buildings
and propex:ty for other than regular
classroom activities. The chief area of
disagree ment has been the qustion of
whether or not religion or "religious
teaching s" shall be conducted on
campus. In this article the interaction
between the University of MissouriRolla chapter of inter-Va rsity Christian
Fellowship with the University administration will be discussed, since
this has been a primary focal point of
late concerning the question of religion

volum e 61, numb er 19

'

on campus.
Inter-Va rsity,or l.V. as it is popularly
referred to , is an international , nondemoninational, Christian organization
for college students. The UMR chapter
is an officially recognized student
organization here on C'ampus. Its
faculty advisor is Dr. Charles Hatfield
of the math departme nt. In an interview with Dr. Hatfield, it was
determi ned that l. V. has been
established on this ' campus for approximately ten years and for many of
those years the organization essentially
exercised the same rights granted to all
other recognized student organizations,
as far as use of university facilities for
meetings, etc. About three years ago,
however, this policy was suddenly
reversed, and Inter-Varsity was no
longer allowed to use universi ty
property for anything other than
business meeting s, non-soli citous
advertising and simple discussion. NO
laws had been changed, merely the
interpre~ation of laws. When Jackson
Wright, the general counsel for the
board of curators was appealed to , the
reply was that the administ ration is
simply carrying out the letter of the

.

MRights and

day

During the course of last semester ', it
was made public that students would be
allowed, under certain circumst ances,
to see records kept on them by the
school they attend. This was made
possible by the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. This
act, pushed through by Buckley of New
York set down provisions to prevent
other persons from reviewing your
records without your consent. On the
surface, this seems like a worthwhile
piece of legislation. It has, however ,
created problems.
One of the most noticeable repercussions of this law became evident at
the close of last semester . Teachers
were not allowed to post class grades in
public by student number; a long
standing practice at UMR. This proved
to be quite an inconvenience for
students and faculty alike. Many
students like to know their grades
before they leave for the holidays, and
many of the faculty understa nd and try
to accomm odate the students. It is also
an opportun e time for students to
hanker for those few points, and many
teachers would probably just as soon
take care of it then, rather than wait
until the following semester . As a
result, a lot of time was wasted last
semeste r as students ran down
teachers to find their grades, and as
teachers sat for hours in their office
waiting for inquiring students.
Not only does this act prohibit other
students from discovering your grades,
it also prevents your parents from
finding out. Unless you are considered a
dependent of your parents by the
Internal Revenue Service, your
semester grades and your school
records cannot be accessible by your
parents. If a student wishes to have his
grades sent home, he must go to the
registrar s Office and sign a release to

law , particularly their interpretation of have gospel singing groups and
the like
the Missouri Constitution. Missouri appeared presenting their "messag
e",
Attorney General, John C. Danforth, yet I. V. cannot use the same property
backed this up by stating that the use of for "teaching religion"
Finally Dr.
university property by l.V. constituted Hatfield pointed
out that he has spoken
and aid to religion and the indirect use on campus at
many other public inof public funds , in violation of the stitutions in the
country including the
Missour i Constitu tion. Danfort h's University
statemen t, however , spoke only of Missouri, of Missouri at Columbia.
especiall
denominational or interdenominational extreme minority y UMR, is in the
with such stringent
'organizations , so one is lead to infer measure s
on the supposed separatio n of
that he also meant non-denominational church and state.
groups like l. V.
Dr. Hatfield pointed out what he I
believes to present a dilemma in the
administ ration's application of slate
law. For instance, invocations and
benedict ions at commen cement
proceedings each year ev idently do not
present religious teaching in any way,
since they are always allowed. ¥et he
disagrees, because certainly in a
number of instances the speaker has
really meant what he said; and this is
certainl y going beyond a mere
" recogni tion of religion" which is
okayed by the administration. Another Dr. Hatfield -Just wants fair and
inconsistency is with various groups equal treatme nt for all student
which have performed in the student groups.
Photo by Stevenson
center in past years. More than once
Continue d on Page 6
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Privacy A c t

by Mike Wilhe lm and Bob Born

allow the school to do so.
There are many other repercussions
to the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act. Most of the honorary
organizations on campus require a
certain grade point average for
membership. However, the officers of
those organizations will not be allowed
to review the grades of those people
applying. Living units used to receive .a
list of each member and respective
grade point, but this will no longer be
published. However , the UniverSity will
still publish each organiza tion's
average grade point, and how they
ranked with all men 's averages.
The University is still in the process
of interpret ing the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act and drawing up
a set of guidelines for the school to
operate by. As a result, there are still
many unanswe red question s concerning the availability of individual
grade information. In the meantime.
however , the administration is trying
to make- it as convenient as possible
while still staying within the guidelines
already prepared . Even though the
officers of an organization will not get
to review the grades of members or
applicants, the grades are available to
the faculty advisors.
Only the faculty advisor is allowed to
see these records. He then can send out
letters along with record waivers telling
a student he is eligible for membership
within a certain organization. The
student must then send back the record
waiver to the advisor and then he can
provide the organization with the
necessary information.
According to the law, the University
shall not permi t access to or the release
of education records or personally
identifia ble informa tion without
written consent of the student except to

a specified list of parties including
teachers, school officials and health
and safety officials ill case of
emergen cy'. The only informa tion
allowed out is Directory Information.
This includes a student's name, ad·
dress , telephone , date aad place of
birth, major field of study, par·
ticipation in officially recognized activities and sports, weight and height of
members of athletic teams, degrees
and awards received and most recent

educational institution attended by the
student. The University must inform its
students annually of all types of information and education records kept.
Students are allowed to review, inspect
and challenge these records. He can
also receivp. a copy of them at cost of
reproduc tion. In addition , the
University must maintain and permit
the students to see a list of those parties
who have requested or obtained access
to a student's educational record.

The winners of the Super Bowl Extrava ganza have officiall
y been
announc ed. Receivin g S350-the first place prize - is Tom
Calzone,
pictured in the center. Joe Neyer, on the left, tied with James
Wilson
(not pictured ) for second place. Their prize money is $100 apiece.
Ron
Rembold , Advertis ing Director is handling the checks. Respons
e to the
contest was encoura ging. The Miner staff would like to thank
everyon e
who particip ated.
Photo by Burford
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VALENTINES PARTY WEEKEND DANCE
Intercollegiate Knights Valentines ~arty Wee~end
Dance will be Friday February 14 at Lions .Den,.Llons
Club Park . Tickets are $.50 and the Band IS Friends.
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FEBRUARY 10

SCABBARD AND BLADE
Scabbard and Blade will hold its Military Ball on
Sat. Feb. 15, at 8 p.m. at the Eagles Lodge Hwy. 63N.
Cost is $4.50 a couple.
Scabbard and Blade will work for anyone for $2.00
per hour call 364-5551 and ask for Tony Babuik or 3414741 and ask for Capt. Youngblood .

,

,

FEBRUARY 11

Diamond Shamrock Corp,
Emerson Electric Co.
Limbach Co.
Pittsburgh Des Moines Steel
Department of the Navy
Maliinckrodt Chemical
Foseco Inc .
Cities Service Co.
Cessna Aircraft
Ferguson Machine Co,

Mallinckrodt Chemical
Granite City Steel
Cities Service Gas
Deere and Company
Northern Illinois Gas
Procter and Gamble

FEBRUARY 13

EIT EXAMINATION APPLICATIONS
E IT (Engineer-in-Training) applications are now
available in Room 207 of the Civil Engineering
Building . Dead line for the ir return is March 5, 1975.
GENERAL FACULTY-SPECIAL MEETING
Chancellor Raymond L. Bisplinghoff is calling a
special meeting of the general faculty Tuesday, Feb.
18, 4 p.m., Mechanical Engineering Auditorium.
Members of the faculty are urged to include this date
and time on their calendars now.
ST. PATS
Sa les are now underway on campus for the St. Pat's
Board Benefit Movie. SLEUTH. It will be shown
Tuesday, Feb. 11, at the Ri'lz Theater at 6:30 and 9:20.
Tickets are 50 cents in advance and 75 cents at the
door. Campus sales of all St. Pat's paraphernalia will
begin Monday, Feb. 3 in the new student union. Get out
and support St. Pat's.
FOLK DANCING
For a II those that a re interested in watching or
participating, there will be a folk dancing session this
Saturday night, February 8, at 7:00 p.m., in Sf. Pat's
Ballroom of the Old Student Union . Judy Stien, a UMR
graduate, will be teaching and leading the dancing.
This event is sponsored by the Greater Rolla-UMRMetropolitan Literary Society.
BLUE KEY APPLICATIONS
Blue Key is now accepting applications for membership. These applications are available at the
University Candy Counter. Blue Key Nationa I Honor
Fraternity selects its members from the campus's
leaders whose grade point is above 2.40 after sixty
credit hours. Deadline for application is Feb. 11th.

FEBRUARY 12

Proctor and Gamble Co.
Texaco Inc .
Granite City Steel
Cities Service Gas
Union Electric Co.
Corning Glass Co.
United States Steel
Monsanto

I. V. MEETING

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a chapter
meeting Tuesday , Februar y 11, at the Newman
Center . The topic will be "New Concepts in Su mmer
Vacations." All interested students and faculty are
encou raged to attend.

Union Electric Co.
Texaco Inc ,
United State~ Steel
Monsanto
Allen Bradley Co ,
Dow Chemical Co.
Nooter Corp.
Collins Radio Co,
Culler Hammer
FEBRUARY 14

SECURITY AND TRAFFIC SAFETY MEE TING
The Security and Traffic 'Safety Committee will
have an open meeting in the St. Pat's Ballroom at 6 :30,
Monday, Feb. 10. Questions, suggestions and gripes '
will be accepted and discussed at the meeting. Written
questions will also be taken if you cannot attend. The
committee is looking for input and feedback from the
students, staff and faculty.
STUDENT REPS FOR ACADEMIC COUNCIL
Paul Williams and d' Arcy Holt were chosen by the
Student Council last week as the new student reps on
the Academic Council. Paul;from the Student CQuncil,
and d'Arcy, from the Student Union Board, were
chosen from 15 well qualified applicants. Both Paul
and d'Arcy merited the vote of the Council through
their tested leadership ability and their contact with a
large number of students. Any student concerned with
the state of affairs on this campus can voice their
opinion to Paul, d' Arcy, or the other student reps,
Terry Micnhimer and Diane Gibbs.

Texaco Inc
Monsanto
Dow Chemical Co
Collins Radio Co
Texas Eastman Co,
Atlantic Richfield Co.
Sperry Flight System
FMC Corporation
Amoco Exploration
J , F, Pritchard
Uast Metals Co.
City of Kansas City
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Feb . 1 - Wrestling, UMR Tournament, 1 p.m.,
Multi-Purpose Building. Free.
Feb. 1 Swimm ing, Central Missouri State
Univeristy, 2 p.m., Multi-Purpose Building. Free.
Feb. 5 - Basketball, Lincoln University, 7:30 p.m .,
Multi-Purpose Building. Admission charged.
Feb . 8 Wrestling, double duel, Northwest
Missouri State University and Lincoln University, 1
p.m ., Multi-Purpose Building. Free.
Feb . 8 - Annual military dinner, 7 p.m ., Manor Inn.
Reservations necessa ry.
Feb. 14 - Swimming, Southwest Missouri State
University, 7:30 p.m., Multi-Purpose Building . Free.
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The Films Committee
Student Union Board presents
"Two Lane Blacktop" to be
shown this Sunday, February
9th, at 4:00 and 6:30. The film
will be shown in Centennial Hall
and is free to all students with a
valid UMR !D.
James Taylor and Warren
Oates star in this blockbuster
about two men and two cars .
The story revolves around a
cross country race between a
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STUDENT
UNION BOARD EVENTS
.

Sunday, Feb. 9-Movie-"Two Lane Blacktop" 4
and 6:30 p.m. Centennial Hall.
Monday, Feb. l(}--Handball Tour nament
Tuesday, Feb. 11-Concert-Rose Hip Street Band 8
p.m . Centennial Hall.
Friday, Feb. 14-Dance-" Job" 8 to 12 p.m. Centennia I Ha II.
Sunday, Feb . 16-Movie-"Executive Action" 4 and
6:30 p.m. Centennial Hall.
Monday, Feb. 17-Eiji Hasimoto, Internationally
Acclaimed Harpsichordist, 8 p.m. Centennial Hall.
Friday, Feb. 21-Concert-St. Louis Brass Quintet 8
p.m. Centennial Hall.
Sunday, Feb. 23-Movie-American Graffitti ad mission; 25 cents and UMR ID 4 and 6: 30 p.m . Centennial Hall.
Monday, Feb . 24-Pinochle Tournament.

pa!

new GTO and a finely tuned '55
Chevy, Time magazine calls it:
"One of the most ambitious and
interesting American films of
the year,"
On February 23rd, the films
committee will present the
mo vie "American Graffiti. "
Due to the high expense of the
movie a 25 cents admission fee
will be charged, So make your
plans to see "Graffiti " , two
weeks from Sunday,

A RE.. IN

Y /'
../

A Pa,.amouat Rei....

Kenmark's
Sporting Go'o ds
904 Pine Street

364.3603

RICHARD
LEE
BURTON
MARVIN
"THE KLANSMAN"
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Two weeks ago, tryouts were
held for "Kiss Me Kate," the
musical being presented this
spring by the UMR Theatre
Guild and Music Section. Here
are the results of those tryouts.
Mary Foehse, a junior in Civil
Engineering, will pia y Lilli, th.e
former wife of Fred Graham,
who will be played by Barry
Stone, a sophomore Computer
Science major. The part of Lois
will be played by Kelly McLear,
of Rolla, and Steve Bross, a
' freshman
in Mechanical
Engineering, will play Bill
Cathoun.
The story of "Kiss Me Kate"
centers around a theatrical
group opening a revival of
Shakespeare's "The Taming of
the Shrew ." Producer-actor
Fred Graham is interested in
Lois, a singer, who has eyes for
Bill Calhoun. The irresponsible
Calhoun has signed Graham's
name to a $10,000 IOU for
gambling debts. The whole
mess is finally worked out, on
and offstage, with the help of a
couple of gangsters who have to
come to collect the IOU.
Directing "Kiss Me Kate" is
John Campbell, a graduate
student in the Chemical
Engineering department and
President of the UMR Theatre
Guild. John has played lead
roles in several Theatre Guild
productions. He played the part

.

Kiss Me Kate"

of Hamlet in "Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead,"
Orphan in "Celebration," and
George in last semester's
production of "Who's Afraid of
Virginia Wolff?" John also
directed "Zoo Story," a one act
play presented at the end of the
spring '74 semester.
Bruce Chamberlain, instructor of music here at UMR,
is music director of the musical.
Mr. Chamberlain served as
musical director of the Brown
County Summer Playhouse in
1973. He has prepared choruses
in various operas and musicals
at Indiana Univ.ersity. He was
also a cast member of the opera

"Fallstaff" and of the world
premiere production of the
opera "Herac1es."
Choreographer of "Kiss Me
Kate" is Kim Coleman, a
sophomore
mathematics
major.
Kim
was
cochoreographer, with Judy Stien,
and chorus member of the
musical
"Celebration,"
presented last spring.
Although the four major roles
have been cast, there are still
minor roles which have not been
filled. If you are interested in a
minor part or would like to work
on a technical crew in the
musical, you should contact
John Campbell.

lecture

" Energy Requirements"
Dr.
Jerry
Plunkett,
PreSident, Materials Consultants , Inc., of Denver,
Colorado, will give a talk entitled:
"Emerging
Mateqal
Requirements for Energy ' at
3:00p.m. in the Centennial Hall,
Thursday, February 13.
Dr. Plunkett is a key advisor
to the Office of Coal Research,
the agency under ERDA
charged with the responsibility
for development of coal
utilization processes, in par-

keeping the kids out!
The main function of your
Student Union Board is
providing entertainment for the
students of UMR. All of these
events are paid for by you, the
student, through the fees you
pay each semester. Some of the
more frequent activities
sponsored by the SUB are
dances, which usually occur
four times a semester. During
the past year these dances have
become more popular. With the
larger crowds has come a great
influx of "outsiders" (nonstudents) causing several
problems which include being a
general nuisance. To help
remedy this, the Student
Union Board has been limiting

Page 3
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admission to one couple per
student LD. We realize that
checking I.D.'s is an inconvenience to all involved but
we ask you to bear with us until
a better solution can be found.
Presently we have no grounds
to keep these people out of the
University Center , so checking
people as they enter the dance is
our only choice.
Students who attend these
events can do their fellow
students a service by notifying a
member of the SUB or a
'comniittee member if they
notice an "outsider" getting in.
Also, any suggestIOns of other
means to solve this problem
would be greatly appreciated.

the missouri miner

ticular gasification, liquefaction and direct conversion to
electrical
power
(magnetohydrodynamic conversion). His talk will focus on
current government priorities
in planning for expanded coal
utilization, streSSing the
materials requirements.
Dr. Plunkett is a UMR
almnus, B. S. '53 and received
his Ph.D . from M.LT. in 1961.
After completion of his doctorate he stayed in the Cambridge, Massachusetts, area as
vice-president and manager of
Dynatech Corporation, a
materials and process firm
oriented towards aerospace
requirements. He subsequently
taught and directed research
programs at the University of
Denver as Head of the Lunar
and Planetary Studies Program
sponsored by the Air Force. The
program content centered on
eximaination of lunar surface
materials. He has served extensively as a technical witness
before congressional committees ans also is intensely
involved in technology transfer
models and methOds.
Coffee and donuts provided!

cellar door
presents
'godspell'
On Saturday night, February
15 the Cellar Door Coffeehouse
will present the Saints and
Sinners Choirs from Jackson,
Missouri. These young people
will be performing the dynamic
musical "Godspell", which is
Stephen Schwartz's contemporary adaption of the
Gospel according to Saint
Matthew. Given the twist of a
magical clown show, it weaves
delightful songs in and around
the parables and teachings of
Jesus.
The Coffeehouse opens
between 9 p.m. and 12:30 a.m.
Several folksingers will also be
performing during the evening
and refreshments will be served . Located at Christ
Episcopal Church parish house,
it is sponsored by the campus
ministries of the Catholic,
Episcopal, Methodist and
Presbyterian churches.
"Godspell" is a work that
believes in God - and people and possibility. It is truly a
thing of joy and brings the good
news to the young and the old of
yesterday, today and tomorrow.
Be sure not to miss it!

ALAN LANDSBURG.

LandsbUlf/ Entertains Capacity Crowd
Did life on earth develop and various hypotheses about
spontaneously , or was it them. The range covered the
deliberately "planted" by Bermuda Triangle (a homing
extraterrestial explorers? WaS device for spaceships?), the
prehistQric man supplanted by Mayan Indians (a colony of
off-world colonists , whose clones who did not fully adapt to
descendants we are, or were 'earth environment?), the Flood
savages exposed to and of Noah (and Gilgamesh),
stimulated by a culture more ancient reports of extreme
advanced than any we know longevity (necessary for interstellar travel) and the
today?
Egyptian Book of the Dead
to
. space
These were some of the (instructions
questions issued by Alan tra velers?) .
The movie itself showed such
Landsburg during the SUB
sponsored' lecture last Friday eyeopening scenes as ancient
night entitled " In Search of drawings of space suited
Ancient Mysteries." With a figures, skulls on which brain
"standing-and sitting-on-the surgery had been performed
floor-room only" crowd in at- furing the Bronze Age and with
tendance Mr. Landsburg in- an 85 per cent recovery rate,
troduced an hour long film , and calendars dating back - acfollowed with a short talk curately 90 million years, and
elaborating on the film . He then an enormous cast iron pillar answered questions from the rust free and 1700 years old. At
floor for almost an hour. the very least the audience
Admitting this was speculation, would have had to admit there
Landsburg covered many of the are many things in human
mysteries of the human past history as yet unexplained.

independents begin
preparations for IW
The Independent's Weekend
Committee (l.W.C.) is alive and
well and making plans for
Independent's Weekend-75,
April 11th and 12th.
Elections were held on
November 5, 1974 and Ed <Hard
Hat ) Holt was elected
President. Also elected were
Steve Wagner as Secretary and
James Johnson as Treasurer.
Other people on the committee
serving as chairmans of
committees are: Bernie Held,
Bob Helmkamp, and John .
Westermayer as Bar-B-Q: Mike
Schaefer as Concessions; Mark
Howell as Dance; Gerald Meyr
as Games; Gary Korneman as
Manpower; Jon Pais as
Merchandise; Steven Tillman as
Publicity; Peggy Cahill, and
Debbie Gower as Queens.
Highlights for this years
Weekend will be a Five Hour
Dance on Friday night, Games
and an A11-U-Can-Eat Bar-B-Q
Saturday Afternoon, the Queen
Coronation with another Five
Hour Dance on Saturday Night.
All the above events will occur
at Echo Valley, with the time
and prices announced later.
If you live in the Dorms, eat at
a Eating Club or just a Pure
Independent and would like to
work on the IWC come to the

next meeting. It will be held on
February 11, 1975 at 9: 30 in the
Mark Twain Room . Listed
below 'are the times and places
of meetings.
February 11 Mark Twain 9:30
February 25 St. Pat's
9:30
March 11
St. Pat's
9:30
March 18
St. Pat's
9:30
St. Pat's
9:30
March 25
April 1
Mark Twain 9:30
April8 202-203 Old Stud U 9: 30
April 15 St. Pat's Ballroom 9:30

mini-concert
for feb 11
Plan a full night of entertainment with the mini
concert, Tuesday February 11,
sponsored by the Student Union
Board's General Lectures
Committee at 8 p.m . in Centennial Hall and the St. Pats
Benefit Movie. Before attending
the movie come listen to "Rose
Hip Street Band" blast for the
country rock and boogie. From
the Chicago area, the four
musicians use a multitude of
instruments and will play two
forty-five minute sets for their
performance. Of course you can
attend the concert without going
to the movie, but why not make
a night of it!
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humanities department
hosts cinema course

Only 36 Days to St. Pat's

The Extension Division of the
lIumallties Department will
present a non-eredit program
entitled " Four Great Films"
open to all persons interested in
learning more about the art of
the cinema and attending the
selection of movies . The
program includes viewing of
selected films and discussion
after each. The movies will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in the
mechanical
engineering
auditorium. The fee for the
entire program is $6.00 .
Advance
registration
is
requested but you may pay at
the first meeting. For additional
information contact Norma
Fleming, Extension Division
341-4201
UMR ,

Thursday, March GOnce again the landmark of
Marcel Camus' "Black Orpheus a ll UMR activities-the St.
Considered one o[ the most Pat's weekend festivities-is
beautiful films ever made, rapidly approaching us . A mere
"Black Orpheus" retells the 36 days until the immortal St.
legend of Orpheus and Eurydice Patrick blesses us with his
in a modern setting. In the
Negro section of Rio de Janeiro,
Orpheus becomes a street-ear
. conductor and Eurydice is a
Thursday, April 24
country girl fleeing from a man
sworn to kill her. " Black Federico Fellini 's "8'12"
" 8'12", winner of an Academy
Orpheus" is enhanced by some
of the most magnificent music Award as Best Foreign
and, color photography ever put Language Film, is Fellini's
masterpiece, and one of the
on film.
most personal films ever made.
Thursday, March 20
Ronald Neame's "Horse's It remains the fullest expression thus far of the subMouth
There are times when cir- jects , themes and preoccumstances conspire against a cupations of his entire career'
man and force him to fight for and the highest point of hi~
Thursda y, February 27 - his soul . Such a man is Gulley stylistic development. The title
Ingmar Bergman's "The Jimson; the down-and-Qut ar- announces the film's personal
Seventh Seal "
tist-hero o[ Joyce Ca ry 's nature : Fellini's previous films,
"The Seventh Seal " is hilarious comic masterpiece, by his count, number 7 (7
Bergman 's stunning allegory 'of "The Horse's Mouth ." A classic feat ures and 2 episodes ).
man 's search for meaning in eccentric and a serious painter , . Immediately we are being told
life. A knight, after returning Jimson cajoles , coerces and that the film's subject is the
home from the Crusades, plays hood-winks for the one thing he film itself. " 8'h" is a visual
a game of chess with Death really believes in: His art. Alec diary, in which Fellini shows a
while The Plague ra vages Guinness stars in the fashioned movie director's difficulties in
medieval Europe. An ex- the screenplay for this incisive making the very film we are
ceptionally powerful film, it is a Portrait of the Artist as a Re- seeing. To complicate it further,
work of awesome scope and born Man and, with the help of the director shown in "8'h"
remarkable visual pleasures. stro ng supporting players, turns out to be making a film
gives us an unforgettable about his own life and mind.
characterization of deter- This affords us a complex,
mination against the stifling thorough view of Fellini's
boundaries of middle-class memories, fantasies and personal pro~lems .
"morality. "

presence, the stage is being set
[or the best celebration ever.
Plans for all the events
(coronation of the Queen of
Love and Beauty, Knighting
ceremony, parade, dance, and
many other activities) are
coming along well, but the men
in green need your help.
All good Miners should
prepare themselves for St.
Pat's arrival by starting your
beard in anticipation of the
annual BEARD CONTEST.
All ~IVIRstud~nts are eligible to
partIcI~ate, I~ you. can pass
these .rIgld stIpulatIOns: 1) the
partIcipant must be able to
support himself for the duration
of the judging (all fours being
acceptable), and 2) St. Pat has
declared that beards inhabited
by any form of wildl~e shall. be
unacceptable and. disqualified
from the competItion. There

IlIA-IIIIIU.SENIORS
• LOOK into the engineering opportunities open in rural electrification and telephony
ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling what the
Rural Electrification Administration offers for a challenging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service

Concert News

February 19 and 20, 1975

&

Brand Name Portable Typewriters
Student Discount

NO DISCR IMI NATION

Office Equipment Co.,ln

San~!f;rd! R~allery

364-1334

Orders to Go Open 11 a .m.
Hoagies -

Steak Sandwiches -

French Onion Soup -

Chili

PIZZA

17 STEAMING VARIETIES
SA~DWICHES AND BEER

lENO'S MOTEL
.' STEAK 'HOUSE

DIAL 364-2669
FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

7 Days a Week
Open Daily
4p.m. to 2a.m.

1107 PINE STREET

PABST

RIA

SIGN ' UP for a personal interview with the
Recruiting
Representative who will be at your Placement
Office

Mini-Calculator Headquarters

705 Rolla Street

And

PEANUTS

THE BEST BEER BUY IN TOWN
Sound by

The Sound Center

FOOSBALL
TOURNAMENT
FEB. 15 1 :00

***
***
**
**
**

**
**
**
**
***
*

***.

SUB St. Pat's

The ticket refunds for the
March 15 St. Pat's concert have
ended. Over 1000 tickets have
been returned, leaving several
hundred tickets unredeemed. If
you have your tickets, please
send a postcard to Carl
Hayworth ; Student Union
Board, UMR or drop by the SUB
offices in the 2nd floor of the
University Center West. Be sure
to include your name, LD.
number, and ticket numbers on
the postcard.
The tickets left out WILL NOT
BE GOOD at the door or during
subsequent ticket sales for the
concert. The SUB sold about
1200 tickets to about 12 per cent
0'[ the student body. We regret
not reaching our goal of at least
2000, but we feel gratified by
those who cared enough to help
support campus activities.
It is not known at this time
who will be playing at the show
due ' to various contractual
difficulties ; however, tentative
plans are to announce the
group's names and other details
on February 17.
Once again the Student Union
Board wishes to thank those
individuals who purchased
tickets and in particular we
would like to thank the Miner
and KMNR for their tremendous support for the Big
Gamble.

will be three categories for the
beards : Full beard, goatee, and
novelty . Trophies will be
awarded for the winner of each
category . Decisions are final
no protests will be accepted. All
beards become the property of
St. Pat. So let those whiskers
sprout now.
Also, the St. Pat's Board is
selling the traditional garb of
every St. Pat's Party Weekend
goer . Sweatshirts, visors,
garters,and buttons are on sale
in the Student Union now; the
money from these sales is
desperately needed to support
St. Pat's.
Tickets for the benefit movie
"Sleuth " may be purchased for
only 50 cents from any Board
Rep. A movie like this would be
a bargain at three times the
prIce, but comes to you for a
pittance. Buy yours now.

"HOME OF THE FAMOUS 12 OZ. STEAK"
BOX 70
. PHONE: 364·1301
ROLLA, MO.
MARTIN SPRING DR.

r------~.,
I ·French Studio I
& Camera
I
I
I 24 Hr. Phoiofin~hing I,

HI

IService On Kodacolor

I
'1

I

19

C

Prints Plus
Processing

I
U

Portraits- Weddings

.. _-----•

813 Pine

I
I

364-457

975
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. In case ~ou haven't heard, there is talk of a movie
about the Infamous ex-president Richard Millhouse
Nixon. (I read it in the Globe.) However, they did
not speculate as to what the title might be, or how
they would promote the film. The following is what
we thought might be a viable solution to the
problem.

our man hoppe
Spies Have Lots of Intelligence

**
*****************************
***
*
**
***
***
***
***
**

A Cast of over 200,000,000
The Life and Times of
GRIZZLY DICK

The true story of a man exiled in the
Wi Iderness of Washington
How he learns to survive
5 E E - Dick stick it to the country
5 E E - the taxpayers put out
Matinees daily
8: 0010:45

'

BIJOU
123Main
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**
***
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*
.**
***

" Well, for starters," I said,
Seeing that everyone else is
investigating The Intelligence " what exactly do you do here in
Community thse days , I thought The Intelligence Community? "
" Why , we gather inI'd drop by the place myself.
telligence," said Galosh. " It's
Lne greatest growth industry in
As you probably know, The the country. You should've seen
Intelligence Community is this place 50 yers ago - a
located on the outskirts of forgotten hamlet with a few
Rality. You can 't miss it. hundred souls ..
There's a road sign saying,
"Intelligence , Pop . 764 ,591 ,"
and above that a banner em" And look at us today .
bla zoned
"W ATCH
US Booming ! Now over there you
can see our workers in the field
GROW !"
gath ering intelligence while
I was greeted at the gate by a they happily sing their favorite
jovial man who handed me a spiritual, 'You'll Never Know.'
card identifying himself as And over here's our sor ting
Herber t Galosh , president of the plant wher we separate genuine
comm un ity 's Booster Club .. infor ma tion from scurrilous
rum or s about promin ent
he said, people."
"Fellow spy?" I said. " But
"
"And you burn the latter?" I
asked.
"No one comes here but
"Oh, no," said Galosh, "we
spies," said Galosh. "And is our always send that to the
tourist business booming! President. The rest, however, is
White House Commissions, taken to our processing mills
Congressiona l committees, where it is spun out, crossinvestigative journalists ... You carded and woven into plots. Do
wouldn't believe how many you realize that in the last fiscal
Americans are spying on us year alone we produced 13.2
Americans in The Intelligence metric tons of information?
Community. Not that we have Who says our free society can 't
anything against that. 'If you compete with tota lita ria n
can't expose a Russian,' we say, nations?"
'expose an American.' But what
" But what do you do with it?"
would you like to know? "
I asked.

***************************** ::~~~~n;;y .~elcome,,,

Don't Be Fooled By An Imposter!
Get An Original Joe Miner Ring
From •••

Galosh looked surprised.
"Why, we store .it, of course,"
he said. "Today, thanks to our
efforts , America has more
surpl us intelligence than any
other country in the world. "
" An enviable record, " I said.
"To what do you attribute your
success? "
" To th e free ente r p'r ise
system," said Galosh . " Competition's the key . We now have
60 different agencies competing
for intelligence. Look a t that
mar ve lous scramble over
there! That's the CIA, the FBI
and the IRS fighting gallantly
over a piece of intelligence,
while the poor Bureau of Wights
and Meaures Intelligence
Agency lurks on the Sidelines,
hoping for a scrap. Frankly,
that's the main problem we
face: There jUst isn't enough
intelligence in this community
to go around."
I thanked Galosh for his tour
and asked if I couldn't have a
secret to take home as a
souvenir.
" Certainly," he said. "Who's
in charge here." (cqJ
"Great!" I said. "Who is in
charge here?"
"That," he said, clapping me
wa r m ly on the back and
ushering me out the gae, "is a
real secret for you. "

HAVE AHOT TIME TH\S

VALENTINElS DAY
AT THE
INTERCOLLEGIATE
KNIGHT'S
VALENTINE' S PARTY WEEKEND DANCE

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14
AT LIONS DEN, LIONS CLUB PARK

COST: SOC PER PERSON
BAND-FRIENDS
SET-UPS WILL BE SOLD
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St. Pat's 1975Man on the Street
Dead leaves rustled in the
wind. No other sounds. I
shuddered
slightly
and
quickened my pace. It was the
first day of February and the
forest was still asleep. It
seemed to be waiting; patiently
waiting. The feeling of death
prevailed, yet death that
promised resurrection - the
real resurrection - the spring.

University Policy

I

al

Continued from Page 1
The next person spoken
to was Joseph Wollard,
Business Officer of UMR, who
presented a very convincing
argument, that, at least on the
local level , LV. is getting as fair
treatment as possible. Mr.
Wollard is the man who gives
the okay for use of university
facilities to gro ups or individuals, both within and
outside the school. LV. has been
allowed since the change of
interpreta tion on the Missouri
Constitution by the board of
curators to set up tables in the
student center advertising
themselves, provided they do
not try to sell anything.
Mr . Wollard says that his
primary goal is to protect the
students here as much as
possible while still carrying out
the regulations as set forth by
the board of curators. In this
light, a minimum Df solicitation
is done on campus, and all
performances and meetings
that take place her e are
carefully screened.' 'Such
Gospel group singers will not
get a repeat performance. We
simply were not aware of what
their actua l purpose was. There
is just no case for LV. under the
stated regulation, which says:

No University buildings or
grounds (except chape~)
may be used for purposes of
religious
worship
or
religious teaching by either
student or non-student
groups.
Student
congregations ... may use the
facilities, commonly
referred to as the student
union ... provided that no
University facilities may be
used for purposes of
religious.
worship
or
teaching. The general
prohibition ... is a policy
required in the opinion of the
Board of Curators, by the
Constitution
of
the
State ... No regulations shall
forbid the offering of
prayer ... at public func·
tions ... University faci lities.

It is probably quite safe to say
that Wollard, along with the rest
of the adm inistration, has in·
deed done a good job under the
existing framework. It is, in his

I strained my ears for several
eternities, but there was no
reply . When I was just
concluding that I had finally
gone insane, the same smooth
and reassuring voice said "It
was just last spring, a young
man and his father . They were
noisy and in a hurry and they
scared all the birds away. The
young man wore a shirt with the
letters UMR on it. The tree they
uprooted had stood for twelve
years, was twenty feet tall, and
was healthy and strong. It was
just coming into maturity;
about eight inches in diameter
at its base. It would have grown
to be a superb oak tree. It
started from one of my seeds. It
is a great pity, but the ways of
the woods are often cruel. I just
hope it was put to good use and
not sacrificed needlessly. Our'
numbers grow less all the
time."
I didn't feel like saying what
the tree had been used for, and I
didn't feel like lying at that time
and in that place, so I just
turned around and walked
away .
Next week : A real Joe Miner.

I tramped on and came to a
scar in the floor of the Ozarks. A
hole had been dug and a young
tree 's roots cut about two feet
down. I stared at it for a time,
looked around, shook my head,
and went on. A voice said
"Strange, isn 't it?" I remember
thinking at the time that I
should have been startled at
hearing a voice, yet its quality
was such that I couldn't be
uneasy. It was a gentle and even
as the forest itself. I turned and
stared back at the scar. The
voice came again, "Strange,
and really sad, too. "
own words, "not my place to pression to students and faculty
I walked to a tree not far from
decide whether it is right or in
publicly
supported the scar, and following a hunch ,
wrong , but to carry out the educational institutions so long. said "But, why, and when did it
application of the law as I have as the method of expression happen ; who did it?"
been instructed to do."
does not disrupt the educational
process . Certainly no previous
activities of LV. have disrupted
campus educational processes.
Finally , recent decisions by the
Court concerning the protection
of on-campus religious activites
by the fourteenth amendment's
Equal Protection Clause, indicates that the Missouri
Constitution and the Board of
(The Originator of the Student Finance
Joseph Wollard-Trying to Cura tors' regulations on this
protect students whi Ie matter may not only seem
Plan in this Area)
administering regulations. unfair , but may in fact be un- ,
constitutional.
Photo by Stevenson
This plan allows the students upon approved credits
Gene Yow, the president of
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
LV. , was the next person heard
payments of $25.00 per month until · you are on the
from. Gene presents a good
job. This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford
argument for the unfairness of
has sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
the situation, and its possible
students this way. See us for all the details. Also you
illegality . "The university's
can use your own insurance or ours.
unwillingness to discuss such
FORD LINCOLN MERCURY
baSIC issues as religion,
This allows the graduating students to have a new
prevents it from giving to its
car before he graduates when he really needs it.
students the fully rounded
education they hav e been
"This is a !)pecial discount program for students.
promised. " He too, points out
We will be glad to quote you a price on any Ford or
th~ inconsistencies of the adMercury product."
Gene Yow-President,
ministration in letting other Inter-Varsity
groups propound religious
doctrines on campus. An
The Chancellor stated last
example of this, was the White November that representatives
Roots of Peace program last _of LV . (both Dr. Hatfield and
year which presented some of the students) would surely be
lhe religious beliefs of allowed to be heard by legal
American Indians; and this representatives
of
the
was. more than the mere University of Missouri. Given
recognition of religion - they the frame of reference within
believed in what they were which the U.S. Supreme Court
saying. Religious groups are has dealt with these matters in
recognized, along with all other recent years, the pro-religion
student groups, as official people could make quite a case.
student organizations, yet they We may be seeing the beginning
are not allowed use of univer- of an important and interesting
sity facilites and are not listed episode in the legal question of
in the latest edition of the school separation of church and state
catalog . .
in Missouri.
The lmer-Varsity group has
At present , it is prefecUy
recent legal evidence to support legal for GDI (and we all know
their position that the university what the letters stand for) to
is dealing in a discriminatory sell a publication called the
manner ' with its students . Sixty
Miner
in
the
'fhere have been only three Student Center. Yet LV. cannot
decisions of the U.S. Supreme sell literature which (more
Co urt forbidding religious objectively than most religious
activities in connection with publications) sets forth the
public educa tion ; these 'were doctrines of Christianity. One
not at the college level, and only can buy Playboy and be
involved laws which required practically coerced into buying
either daily Bible reading and- a St. Pat's sweatshirt on this
or prayer , or weekly sectarian campus, but a group of students
indoctrination under what the who would like to use university
court felt to be non-voluntary property , which would not be
conditions. The Supreme Court used at the time for anything
holds that the First Amendment else, to help strengthen their
of the U.S. Constitution own faith are outside of the law .
364·2050
guarantees freedom of ex- How far can absurdity g!)?

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri

OFF

REG.

PRICE

For All UMR
Students & Faculty
Family Shoe Store
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Questions on Rights
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Question: Can' students be
suspended fOl' a charge as
vague as "miscon duct"?
Answer: On October 19, 1967,
Paul Soglin, a student, was
suspended from the University
of Wisconsin for alleged
"misconduct." SogJin, who is
now the mayor of Madison,
Wisconsin, and other students ,
were member s of Students for a
Democratic SOciety and were
protestin g the existenc e of
recruite rs from the Dow
Chemical Corporation on the
university campus. The day
following the protest several
students, including SogJin, were
advised by the Dean of Student
Affairs that they had been
suspended from the school.

A case from the University of
Missouri involved a student's
right to distribute literatur e on
the school campus. The
publica tion in question incl uded
a cartoon showing the Statue of
Liberty being raIled by a gang
of policemen. The Supreme
Court ruled that the student
could not he expelled for her
distribution of the publication
and ' that the publication was
neither obscene nor in any other
way legally restrictable.
.
Concerning another media a
Court of Appeals ruled in favor

of a school's censorship of a
film. The film of a nude woman
(Yoko Ono) with a fly crawling
over her body was kept from
being shown at· Western Kentu cky Universi ty because
school officials felt that the film
could not be considered to be a
part of the students ' educational
experience at the school.
Address all questions and
comments to: Rights-C harles
Morgan, P.O. Box 93201,
Atlanta, Ga. 30318.

Another View
First, you must obtain the main ingredient of your
shillelagh: A tree. After '50 years, the guys at Clark
National forest are starting to draw a connection between
our tradition and the fact that ~hey Joe about a thousand
trees each spring. Your best bet is to try the local back
yards; or if you've got the guts for it, hit another fraternity you aren't too friendly with. Anyone who thinks he
can run faster than the Goons might like to try carrying an
aluminum Christmas tree.

In the ensuing trial, a United
States Court of Appeals ruled
that the disciplinary actions
taken against the students were
unconst itutiona l. The Court
ruled that the university could
not suspend students because of
"misconduct" unless they could
connect the "misconduct" with
a specific rule violation . The
broad and vague application of
the term "miscond uct" was
found by the Court to be inconsistent with the guarante es
of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments.

After they're de-barked and sanded dOwn, many people
choose to decorate their shillelaghs. Carving your n'!IIle
along with gears and beer mugs and painting it green is
OUT. Sticking two balls on the botton, shaping the top, and
painting it pink is IN. Carving it like a totem pole is IN.
Making the center hollow is OUT, unless you carry
crushed ice and several cans of beer inside.
And what do you do with it after it's decorated? Why you
carry it to class with you, of course. Using a shoulder
strap is OUT. Using a dolly is IN. Chaining it to a light pole
during class is OUT, but chaining it to the door of the
building is IN.

Question: What are the limits
to freedom of speech in schools?

credits
nand
on the
IV Ford
lualing
so you
a new
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:ord or

For those of you who are new to Rolla', we thought you
might need a little orientation on the custom of
shillelaghs. Of course you'll receive additional information; it will be the basic rules as laid down and
enforced by the Irish Mafia (also known as the Green
Goons and the St. Pat's Board) and your frat or dorm.
What we intend to do is clue you in on the methods of
following those rules.

Answer: There have been
numerou s rulings on cases
involving freedom of speechnone of which have been very
conclusive.

The reason you make a shillelagh is that mobs of upper
classmen will come around at night, and if you don't have
one' they'll throw you in a pond; unless you've smeared
snake's blood above your door, in which case they 'll pass
you by.

A TTE NTIO N ENG INEE RS!

KMNRGETSNEWANTENNA

Join an established and expanding energy company offerin
g
advancement, benefits, opportunities and challenge

OPP ORT UNIT IES
Field Assignments: Construction, operation, and maintenance
of natural
gas pipelines and compressor stations.
Office Assignments: Process: design and development of synthet
ic gas
plants utilizing coal gasification techniques.

neE

Locations: Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas. Headqu
arters in
Oklahoma City.
Desired Disciplines: Chemical, Mechanical, Civil & Electrical
Engineers

INTE RVIE W DA TE

A reliable source in the EE department claims that the
high power radiation could possibly fry anyone in the
second story offices of the Humanity-Social Science
building. The Chancellor gives his full support to the
project.

Tuesday & Wednesday
February 11 & 12

re

&

CITIES SERVICE GAS COMPANY
A !-,UbSldliH Y 0 1 CIII"s ServiCe CC1lnp.l ny

After broadcasting for years with several hundred
watts, KMNR is getting a big boost. The added power
comes in the form of a new transmitting antenna that has
an ERP (Effective Radiated Power) of 10 MW. It was
scheduled to be installed on top of the library over
Christma~however, installation was delayed because
the last time they tested the new equipment the military
claims it lost two aircraft in the area.

An EQual Opportunity Employer

The 12 foot parabOUc antenna will increase the
broadcasting range considerably. After installation is
completed, it should be possible to pick up KMNR in
Columbia on a transistor radio; however, several budget
conscience administrators wonder how many people in
Bogota really want to listen to KMNR.
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ST. LOUIS

Well, with no small effort
groundwaves makes its second
appearance. From initial
reactions, the issue first went
over pretty well, but I've got
nothing in writing to tell me
that. That brings me to a point
that affects everyone that
works at KMNR. In our effort to
bring you the best in listening
enjoyment and informative
features, we make decisions as
best we can with our own ideas
on programming and station
management. However, its
hard to tune in to the desires
and needs of our listening
audience without some form of
positive feedback. And the best
form of feedback is in the form
of letters. Sure we get lots of
phone calls, but the infor we get
there is too sketchy and brief to
evaluate. Letters are permanent and usually can contain
more information than you can
squeeze into a phone call with a
DJ who is trying to spin records.
So, if you've got any complaints
or compliments please send
them to KMNR, Box 203a
Mining Building , UMR, Rolla,
Mo. 65401 or to groundwaves in
care of the Missouri Miner.
And hopefully by the time you
read this the new improved
KMNR bumper stickers will be
here. These are the new Phase
II Guaranteed no fade no peel
Genuine
Mylar
bumper
stickers. Listen to KMNR to
find out where you can get
yours. Thanks for listening and
keep those cards and letters
coming in , folks!

•••••••••••
••••••••••
PROGRAM NOTES

..

'

Last week I talked about the
educational programming of
KMNR. Now for part two of our
continuing saga, let's talk about
the news, sports and campus
news coverage.
Most of the people on campus
are probably already familiar
with the "town and campus
calendar". This, for you freshmen and newcomers to UMR,
attempts to cover events occurring in Rolla or its vicinity
and on' campus which are of
interest to the UMR students. It
will be broadcasted at 7: 15
a.m., 7:45 a.m., 8:15a.m., 9:15
a .m ., 11 :00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., 3:00
p.m. , 5:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m. ,
8:55p.m. , Sunday through
Thursday , and at the same
times (except 8:55 p.m.) on
Friday and Saturday.
We predominantly rely on the
organizations and interested
people to bring these notices by
the station so if you have events
to be promoted please bring
them by the station (preferably
typed copies, please) or drop
them in the campus mail addressed to KMNR. It would help
us considerably if we could get
these announcements at least
one week in advance, or
preferably two weeks in advance.
For large events it is possible
to get special promotional spot
announcements made up but,
since these are prerecorded and
this takes time, we need at the
least three weeks advance

notice, and also all the par- evening sports review.
ticulars on your event.
News coverage is being
This semester KMNR is attempting to give more publicity provided this semester by Rich
to UMR sports. In order to do Ahrens (our new news directhis we are broadcasting all the tor), Craig Bernstein, Jim Ott,
Miner basketball conference Mary Foeshe, Rob Clark, D~n
games (both home and away). Williams and Debby Manning.
These will normally be on National wire services courtesy
Monday or Saturday evenings of Associated Press and Zodiac
at 7:20 p.m. Play by play news service. News is broadcoverage is handled by Steve casted daily at 7:00 a.m., 8:00
Bi vens ; our sports director, a.m., 9:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m., 12
Doug Wolhert; and our business noon, 2:00 p.m., 4:00 p.m., 7:55
manager John Campbell. p.m. , 12 Midnight and 5 minutes
Sports reporting is being before our signoff time.
handled by our new sports staff: Retrospect (our 20 minute look
Bernie Welch , Dave Strawhun, at \he days events) is broadand Bob Ruzensky. We're casted daily at 6:00 p.m. and is
es pecially interested in in- being read this semester by
tramurals so if possible let us Mary Foeshe and John Campknow results, totals, and any bell.
other highlights of the inNext week, we'll get "right
tramural competition before
9:30 p.m. Sunday through down to the real nitty gritty"
Thursday, in order to get it
Continued on Page 9
broadcasted at 9:50 p.m. on our

Marshall Tucker Band

Feb.l5

Led Zeppelin

Feb.l6

Kiss

Feb. 20

Steppenwolf
War

Feb. 25

Humble Pie
Montrose

Feb. 26

Queen
Kansas
Mahoghany Rush

March 9

Blue Oyster Cult
Man
The Dictator

March 29

Nektar
w-Pavlov's Dog

April 2&3
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Frank Zappa
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Steve Goodman
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New Riders

Feb. 14
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March 3

PDQ Bach
John Hartford
Vassar Clements

March 26
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International Harvester
has unmatched opportunities
for people majoring in:
Accounting
Agricultural Engineering
Business Administration '
Business Management
Civil Engineering
Computer Science
Economics
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Technology
Finance
Industrial Engineering
Marketing
Mathematics
Mechanical Engineering
Metallurgy
Metallurgical Engineering

c
I

March 4 and 5
is your .chance to take a look at them.
Make an appointment at the Placement Office to
see the International Harvester College Relations
Representative. He'll .be here to tell 'you what
kind of people we're looking for, how we work
and more about the opportunities we have to offer.
In the meantime, stop by
•
t~e Placement Office and
pIck up a copy of our new
recruitment brochure.
INTERNATIONAL~ARVESTER

III
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Taxing Peter to Pay Paul
Feb. IS
Feb.16
Feb. 20
Feb.25
Feb. 26

March 9

Agovernment policy is taxing
one group of workers to help
provide benefits for another
group of individuals, ip the
language of the economists, is
known
as
an
income
redistribution or income
transfer policy.
In a society of more than 200
million people such policies
reflect our concern for the well-

being of all our citizens. The
Social Security system of
course , is a prime exa~ple.
Today, we have 95 million
workers providing benefits for
30 million retirees .
Currently, the skyrocketing
costs of the income-transfer
programs are driving U. S.

Concert - Jethro Tull

budget makers up a wall, trying
to hold the fiscal 1975 deficit to
under $10 billion.
Until recently the riSing costs
of government payments to
individu'als , which is really M'JIi~.;~rr~~~
what we are talking about, were

partially
by reduced
offset
government
spending
in other rt:;=~~=======~:!,::==========:::=.
•
categories. Defense spending,
'Tis pa55ing
I dont know...
Wh!l
for example, has declined in
strange! No
would
but 011& thing'S
I~ration
...
no
anyone
~Ot' 5tlre;
real dollar outlays in recent
stitches ... no
want m!l
no good can
years.
scar .. .

by Mike Sallwasser

March 29

AprU2&3

May13

Feb. 9
Feb. !! .
March 3
March26

"One day I happened to walk
in on Jeffrey whilst he was
sitting on the john grumbling
aboUt something.
'Say old boy why so glum on
such a fine day.' - He just
grumbled . 'Well, it doesn't
seem right, you're grumbling
alone. I join you.' So we both sat
there grumbling in the john and
decided to write a song about :
grumbling in the john. We
couldn't call it that though ,

soooo."
Lets Bungle in the Junglewell thats all right by me.
And so it goes.
The concert consisted of
many of the other songs from

their newest album War
Child; his most popular ~Ibum
Aq~alun~ ; . and the album :
from which the royalties paid
for a color TV for Ian Anderson's mother.
. The exclusion of Passion
Play from his . repertoire
wasn 't an oversight. A year and
a half ago his U.S. tour , which
featured his newly released
Passion Play, was severely
critisized by many so-called
critics. Ian Anderson, the man
which the group revolves about,
thereupon announced that the
group would be dissolved. All of
twenty thousand were glad he
didn't.

Airline Tickets
Interview Trips

Informatition-Tickets-Reservations
Rolla Travel Center
364-8797

~tJtta

eu"p- ~(Jllf(

rafts-Hobbies - Artists Supplies
605 Pine

Phone: 364-5581

Rolla, Mo. 65401

Calculators

rib?!

OUTLINES
SCHANM/S

By the year 2000, according to
budget experts , with such
programs growing at an annual '---...:..;_ _ _ _ _ _ _....:.:.....J
rate of 9 per cent compounded,
Federal , state and local
governments will be collecting
and redistributing two-thirds of
our Gross National Product.

this!

L..--'~_...:;:...._.....:;;=

___;.;...,

Groundwaves
Continued from Page 8

"The real big issue we face is
what kind of SOciety will we
have if two-thirds of the
economy comes through the
government?" says Roy M.
Ash, retiring director of the
Office of Management and
Budget.

percussion . Anderson played
flute, saxophone, and acoustic
and talk about the musical- guitar in various combinations,
entertainment end of our as well as handling the vocals.
station. Until then Rockbound Lead guitarist Martin Barre
Roll.
.
strummed the Spanish guitar on
JON several numbers and bassman
Jeffrey Hammond-Hammond
occasionally joined the string
JETHRO TULL IN CONCERT
section on string bass.

The Chamber of Commerce of
the United States, in a message
to its members, has encouraged
Jethro Tull,always a favorite
Congress to note the storm
in the St. Louis area, played to a
signals ahead.
nearly full Arena last Wednesday. The band performed
Its legislative bulletin, selections from almost all of.
C~ngressional Action, com- their past albums , songs
mented :
ranging from acoustic ballads
to explosive rockers, all punc"The American people have tuated with Tull's trademark,
demonstrated they support the warbling flute of Ian
welfare and some income Anderson.
Midway through the concert a
redistributed by government to
help ·the needy . If we reject string section consisting of
proposals to curb excessive three violins and a cello joined
acceleration of such programs, the band on stage to introduce
we are in deep trouble, indeed." Tull's latest release, War Child.
In a display of musical versatility Barriemore Barlow , the
It is your tax money. Why not
drummer , took control of a
remind your Congressman of synthesizer while the keyboard
that fact?
ma n, Joh n Eva ns , played

Rolla
State Bank
DOWNTOWN
210 West 8th Street
FACILITY
HIghway 72 at Rucker
Drlve · Up Windows and Off-Street
Parking at bolh locatIons

Member FDIC

COLLEGE LINES

BOOK. STORE

o~

In these .inflationary times,
the tradeoff is no longer true.
Transfer programs keep
growing.

A continual parade .of oddball
characters danced on and off
the stage, inc! uding the band's
scantily-apparelled stage
assistant and a giant "bunny
rabbit. " A zebra showed up
several times and left a few
souvineers which HammondHammond started juggling. As
Anderson commented, it
probably was the first time any
one in the audience had seen
someone juggle zebra shit.
The back-up band, Carmen,
played most of their recently
released album , Fandangoes in
Space . The Spanish group relied .
heavily on fancy footwork by its
memb ers , but presented a
creditable performance.

MORE QUICKIES

YOUR FULL SERVIC E BA NK '

HP & T-I

come

Superstar Albums ... Free
Spirit-Hudson Ford .. . Country
Life-Roxy Music .. . Miles of
Aisles - Joni Mitchell Borboletta-Santa .. . Recordin g
Sessions ... 2-6-75, Brujo by the
New Riders and for 2-11-75
Nightlife by Thin Lizzie .. . In
Concert ... Feb. 15 at Kiel
Auditorium Marsha ll Tucker ,
Elvin Bishop a nd Bonnie
Bramlet .. . Can you believe Neil
Sedaka performed at UMR 's
Homecoming a scant two years
ago and already hi s hi t
" Laughter in the Rain" is
Number 1 on the Billboard Hot
. 100? ...

CIVIL ENGINEERING CAREERS

PIETRO/S

Let's talk about yours.
Illinois Department of Transportation

Italian Smorgasbord

On Campus Interviews:
February 13th

300

All You Can Eat
Every Sunday

Pizza-Spag heW
Ravioli-Salad
country Styte Smorgasbord
1 Btock N . Rolla Bus Terminat
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miner sports
ruggers sweep
Indians Retum Favor at wash. u
In Rout of Miners

Miners Find It Tough To Win On Road

Turnabout is fair play . Or at
least it must seem that way to
the Southeast Missouri State
Indians. Exactly one week after
the Miners' 79-54 romp over the
Indians here in Rolla , the
Indians returned the favor with
an equally easy 9O~1 win over
the Miners at Cape Girardeau .
There seemed to little doubt
about the outcome of the game
after the first few minutes of the
game. The Indians held a 48-27
lead at the halftime break, and
widened their lead 'n the second
hall of play.
It was a completely different
game than the game played in
Rolla. Bob Stanley and Ross
Klie split forty -four pOints
between them evenly in the
game here, but were held to
totals of nine and five points
respectively at Cape. Royce
Vessell totaled twelve points to
lead Miner scoring, and his
running mate guard, Bob
Kissack , added ten. They were
the only Miners in double
figures, after the Miners had
four players in double figures in
their first game. Ron Scroggins
missed his second consecutive

game. The loss dropped the
Miners to 11-5 overall, and 4-2 in
the conference.
On the other hand, Cape had
three players in double ~igures .
Joe Cagle led with 20 points,
Larry Rogers hit 19 points, and
Steve Vallie had 14 points.

For this season , Scroggins
leads in scoring average, hitting
at a 16.0 scoring clip. However,
Kirksville used a late burst to
with the two games which he coast by Maryville, 94-73.
missed, both Stanley and Klie, Kirksville is now 3-3, and
with averages of 15.7 and 14.3, Maryville fell to 1-5.
have scored more total points.
Mark Franklin is scoring 12.1
points per game, and Royce
Vessell adds 8.4.
Warrensburg , led by Rich
Dickhaut's 28 points, and Rick
Gosenell's 27, trounced nonconference foe Kearney State,
In rebounding, Stanley is U6-106.
pulling down an average of 11.7
caroms per game, the leading
figure in the conference. Klie
and Franklin are also in the top
ten,
with
both
players
averaging 8.1 per game.

In other conference action,
Springfield, out of the con-

Rolla, Mo.

364-5252

New At

Steak & Burger Corral
Soup-N-Salad Bar

9nly

Soup Bar Only212 Hwy. 63 S.

which is one very good reason for
conSidering Atlantic Richfield for your career.
It's energy that has created and maintains
the fabric of today's civilization . That's basic.

Big Discounts
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment

$1 45
8S e
364·6979

But providing energy in vast amounts
today - and preparing for the greater
needs of tomorrow - is a tougher and
more challenging problem than ever before.
Now. new answers must be found to
developing and utilizing energy - and its
by-products - if we are to maintain our
energy-based s tandards of living .
We want the best brains we can find to
help us arrive at these answers. We want
people sensitive to the human and natural
environment - and realistic enough to
know that preserving both must come from
tough. intelligent. dedicated work ... backed
by outstanding re sources in capital.
research and expe rience. such as those
of Atlantic Richfield .

If tackling such large-scale. significant
problems is one of your criteria in selecting a job. join us . We can offer you a career
rich in challenge. rich in meaningful work.
rich in personal reward .
We typically offer opportunities to
accountants. financial analysts. auditors.
programmers. chemists. geologists.
geophysicists and engineers.
See our represen.tative on campus or your
Placement Director. Should that not be
convenient. write to Mr. O. J. Coats,
Atlantic Richfield Co .. 515 S. Flower St..
Los Angeles. California 90071 .
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

FEBRUARY 14

AtlanticRichfieldCompany
An equ al opportunity employer. M/F

Texas Instruments
SR-50

'COMPARE WITH LOCAL STORE
PRICES
T HE WORLD' S MOST WA NTED
SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
• Algebraic logic
' Acc ura te to 13 s ign ifi cant d ig it s
~1 2 digit d ispl ay w ith 10 di git
mant issa. 2 d igit ex ponent
· Overf low , underfl ow indi cators
' Scle nt ifl c no tati on
"Fac torials
• L o g arithm i C. t rig o n o m e tr i c &
hyperboli c func ti ons
• Memo ry storag e 'and reca ll
'Port ab le
"Rechargea bl e ball ery pack
• Ad apl er /c harg er & carrying cas e
One-year TI warrant y

free ball in Wash. U's. end area
for another try. Steve Perko
made a fantastic kick for the
two points after.
The second game was JUIt II
exciting as the first, especiaUy
because it started rainlDK
during the first hall and every
player was running with an
extra 100 pounds or so on him.
Mark Drumm started it aU by
bulling his way thru for the ftnt
UMR try and then it was blOOd
and guts by hard nosed indi viduals like Chris Jaraett, Jay
Jost, Randy Dudenhoffer, and
Mike Breedlove. Dave Johlllloo
made the score 8-4 on a fine run
and fightin' Mike Breedlove
converted the kick to round out
a 10-4 decision.
Our Rugby team is making
it's annual trip to New Orleans
for the Mardi Gras tourney. We
won the tournament once and
we feel this year we'll be victorious once again. So support
out rugby team by investing in
those tasteful buttons and
outstanding raffle tickets.

In the energy field, there aren't·
any easy answers

Hook Auto Supply
.513 Hwy. 63 S.

ference race surprisingly early
with four conference losses,
upset conference leader Lincoln
79-78 in overtime. Jerry Lewis
hit a five foot jump shot with
five -seconds left in the overtime
period to gi ve the Bears the upset
victory. Lincoln fell to 4-1 in the
conference , still a leading mark
in the league, and SpringIield
climbed to 3-4.

"And the misty rain enshrouded all who defied it with
terror
and
gloom,
yet
courageous
men
with
courageous rugby balls played
on despite mud and blood and
beer." And that Rolla, is the
story of our UMR Rugby team's
fine effort in Forest Park at
which
they
defeated
Washington University 10-6 the
first game, and 10-4 the second
game.
It all started as every rugby
game does with the kickoff and
then the fun began. UMR's
scrum made the breaks of the
game by running as a pack of
hungry wolves devouring every
Wash . U. player in its path.
Gary Morgan, Jack Greenley,
Steve Suellentrop, Mike Starkweather, Dan Angeie, Rick
Petri, Rob Maxwell and Jim
Grelle all played very good
rugby , in fact they were outstanding . Tom Wycoff made a
fine broken field run to score the
first Rolla try (4 points) and
then Jim Grelle pounced on a

Sa ve th e g i mmi cky s h ipp in g/
h an d li ng c h arge s. Se nd c h ec k
with ord er. No COO's pl ease .

tBoSrO""Ni"ECHN'iCAC' tNC.-

-

t 128 Dodham 51 Newt on , Mt)ss 02 159

t Pl ease Shlp _
1 101111

, -1\ \

_ _ SR·50( s)

h" l n~« h, ,\ ~ \ _ __

IN.mc_____ ______
I At..lcil css ___ _ _ _ _ __
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swimmers bounce back
As everyone knows, a new Southwest Baptist have ex.
dimensIon to the Miner Sport's perienced, well seasoned
Program was added this year, teams . In fact, Central
Women's Varsity Sports . The Methodist lost only one player
addition of women's sports on off theIr team that finished
the varsity level was a welcome second in state last year.
one to the Athletic Department.
The whole team is doing a
Recogni tion of the new sports good job, but the play of Debbie
has had little publicity up till 'Gower and Joy Ewens has been
now, so its about time to get the especially good. Debbie had a
girls in the spotlight.
big game against Southwest
The women opened up their Baptist with 23 points and 17
basketball season with two rebounds. She also added 10
games in the past week. Against points and 18 rebounds against
schools that have had varsity Central Methodist. Joy has
basketball for many years, the played very consistent with 10
UMR women did very well: points each game and 18 and 15
Both .central Methodist and rebounds in those games.

DEBBIE GOWER AND JOY EWENS

'en't
when you want
to chase a beer
with a beer.

ificant
in select·
ou acareer
19fulwork,
; to
I auditors,
lists,
pus or your
lnolbe
oats,
Iwer SI.,

~

191 \ CARl INC BRE.WING COMPANY. 8HLEVILI

Sponsors This Week's

crossword puzzle '

."N012~ Ii

:;:"toPUZZI•

v

OOWN
1 Book of t ile

Old Testam ent
Old Testament .
5 Gossip
2 I hate (LatJ
9 O. J. Simpson ,
3 Lamprey
for one
4 Lipped
12 Combining form:
5 Endure
animals
6 Symbol :
resembling higher
I~etium
order
7 Tool
13 Rough
8 Capital of
14 Male child
Switzerland
15 Spanish seaport
9 Book of the
17 Symbol:
Old Testament
zirconium
10 List
18 Every
11 Sole
19 Mineral
16 Sandstone
21 Willy ··formed from
23 Book of the
granite
Old Testament
20 Twelve, for
27 Fathom (ab.)
example
28 Muse of lyric
22 Poem by
poWy
Kipling
29 Prefix : bad
23 In this place
31 Klaus Fuchs,
24 Soviet Lake
for example
25 Degree (ab.)
34 Symbol :
26 Fami ly
radium
30 Stamp out
35 Inward nature
32 XXX
38 Open account
33 Prates (call.)
lab .1
36 Type of wine
39 Samuel's
teacher
41 Ever (poetic)
42 Certain U.S.

sv~

Molina in the 200 I.M., Paul
Vetter in the 200 fly , Larry
Padfield in the 100 free, Bob Mc
Car thy and Darrel Woodroof in
the 200 back, Reed Curtis in the
500 free, and Hanry (again) in
the 200 breast.

'PAV

LEAGUE I

W

TKE
Tech Club
Delta Tau Delta
Wesley
Theta Xi
GDI
Focus
DeltaSig

3
2
2
1
1
1
1
0

tI
C

~

Beta Sig
Kappa Sig
PiKA
SigTau
Newman
Triangle
AEPi
Rugby

2
2
2
2
1
0
0
0

~~- ~~~~~~

KANSAS

0 $

Ph 417·532·7616

E

NIANGUA & OSAGE FORK
RIVERS CANOE RENTALS
(4 MHes from Lebanon)

CEO

I
L E
F»
ALES
57 Mouths
58 Rooster's mate
Old Testament
61 Symbol : ti n .
40 Book of the
Old Testament
43 Pseudonym of
George Wm .
Russell
45 A hole - one
47 American of
Japanese
parentage
48 Book of the
Old T estam ent
49 Combining form:
eye defect
50 Japanese form
of wrestling
54 "Demon .....
56 Golf term

37 Book of the

BENNETT
SPRINGS
STATE PARK -\-_ _.....~

LEBANON
Rt.3

~
....

'~.

~
' .'

mounta ins
44 Yes in Acapulco
46 Flasks

6

48 Horses of a
certain color

- .

51 Salt deposit

=-.:

-

52 News service lab.)

site
59 Spanish aunt

60 Terpsichqre, for

one
62 The "Old Sod"
63 Interject ion

64 Combining form :
all
65 Spare

W

L

4
3
2
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
2
3
3

L
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
3

W

L

2
2
2
2
1
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
3
3

Lambda Chi
SigEp
L'hi Kap
SigNu
Campus
BSU
Alpha Phi Alpha

two games in as many nights by
beating Focus 21·13, 21·10 on
Wednesday, and then got by
Theta Xi 21-19 , 9·21, 22·20 on
Thursday. Theta Xi def~ted
Focus 21·9, 21-11, and GDI got
by Delta Sig 21-4, 8·21, 9·21 to
finish off action in the league.
Engine Club made a clear
sweep last week in league II by
winning three games in a row.
Their. first victory was a 21-16,
20·22, 21-11 win over MRHA.
Their second was over the
Mates in two games 21-17,21·18,
and their final sweep they beat
K.A . 22·20, 21-13. The only other
action in league II saw Liahona
fall twice, first at the hands of
Acacia 21-11, 15·21, 21·9 and
secondly to Sig Pi ·21-0, 21-16.
In the five games played in
league III, Beta Sig remained
undefeated by beating AEPi 21·
6, 21-4. Rugby took a double
beating once from Kappa Sig 21·
3,21·16, and once from Newman
21-13, 21-12. Sig Tau breezed by
Tiangle 21·2, 21-13 and Pikers
over Newman 21·8, 21·10.
In league IV Lambda Chi beat
Alpha Phi Alpha 21·2, '21-15,
while Sig Ep rolled by BSU 21-6, ,
21·5. Alpha Phi Alpha lost its
second game to Campus Club
21-9,22·20 . Phi Kappa Theta and
Sig Nu battled it out to the end in
three games with Phi Kap
coming out on top 21-14, 17·21,
21 ·6. But Sig Nu bounced back to
rally against BSU 21·5. 21·7 .
This week girls basketball got
into action with three games
being played. MRHA tallied 34
points
in defeating an
aggressive Wesley team 34·13.
Tech Club held GDI to just 4
points in their 204 victory and
finally K.D . outh ustled the
Crescents to post a 23-u final
score.

PIZZA
All You Can Eat

53 Ancient city of

the Sumerians
55 Civil Wa r banle

0 Engine
0 SigPi
1 KA
1 AKAK
2 MRHA
2 PiKap
3 Mates
2 Liahona

As some teams have already
found out, intramural volleyball
has been keeping them in the
gym until 11:00 o'clock at night.
With a few matches taking
three games to complete, it is
hardly possible to finish in the
one hour allotted time. Even
though sometimes the final
game is delayed until the late
hours of night , the teams
continue to battle on.
In league I, TKE made it
three in a row by beating GDI
21·8,21-14. Delta Tau Delta won

Dining Room-Orders to Go·Open Dally 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S.·Rolla, MO.·364·1971·Closed Monday

'P'" $

LEAGUE II

LEAGUE IV
W

ET

1- A
5

L

LEAGUE III

A I
C
\I E
L. 1..
LEE
~
S
T
0 I K A E'R 0
CE

Tomorrow the Miners travel
to Nashville, Tennessee to
challenge Vanderbilt, and then
stop in Cape Girardeau on
Saturday for a double-<lual meet
with SEMO and Arkansas·Littie
Rock .

close races shape
•
volleyball
up In

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD

r. It lINOIS

Norm Deleo, Distributor
ACROSS
1 Book of the

The Miner swimming team,
after a lopsided loss to tbe
University
of
Missouri·
Columbia (88-25) on Thursday
night, came back with a 76·37
victory over the Mules of
Central
Missouri
State
University this past Saturday.
Keeping in mind that the
Miners are the defending MIAA
champions, it is almost un·
believable that this was the
team 's firsrdual meet victory of
the year against colege com·
petition. This is the result of a
rather tough schedule, a long
break at Christmas, and a flu
epidemic . Hoepfully, this win
wili get the team on the right
track, as the conference
championships are rapidly
approaching (March 7·8).
Co-captain Jim West led the
UMR squad with two victories ;
In the 100 and 200 yard freestyle
events. West was ably sup·
ported by his teammates as
Rusty Curtis won the 50 free,
Larry Molina took the 200 individual medley. Mark Mateer
captured the 200 fly, Randy
Lubbert came out on top in the
500 free and Tim Kirschbaum
was victorious in the 200
breaststroke. The two relay
teams were also winners; Bill
Kroeger, Mateer, Kirschbaum
and Dana Witt composed the 400
medley relay, while Leonard
Wolff, West, Witt and Lubbert
got together in the 400 free
relay.
A means of improvement for
any swimmer is when he tops
his previous best mark for some
event. There were eleven such
accomplishments in the meet
Saturday. having their best
times of the year were: Phil
Henry and Rob Arnold in the
1000 free, West in the 200 free,
Tim Bradiey in the 50 free,

Maggarel Canoe
& Boat Co., Inc.
Rt.3

Lebanon, Mo.

65536

Every Sunday

PIETROS
Count ry Style Smorgasbord
1 Block N. Rolla Bus T ermi nal
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classified ads
To have your classified ad or message placed in the
Miner, drop it by the office in building T·) any week
day between) :00·3:00 or mail it to the Missouri
Miner, Univ. of Mo.·Rolla. The cost is $1.00 per
week and payment must accompany ad. Ads must
be limited to 30 words. Please have them typed or
printed clearly.
Get it to the MINER and we'll get it to the UMR
students!

BRING YOUR FRIEND to MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS
Rolla. Get her a job in medical WANTED. Call Dr. Granlaboratories. Call Dr. Gran· nemann 364-3100, Ext. 123
----It-1-3G - - nemann 364-3100, Ext. 123
- - -It-1-3G---

THANKS - All you Miners who
cheered on the UMR women's
vo ll eyba ll team. You are
beautiful. See you Friday night
a t our first basketball game? I
hope?!
- - -Jt-2- 6 - - -

Lambda Chi Alpha spikes for a point against Sigma Nu in a game which Lambda
Chi won Tuesday night,
(Photo by Burford)

miners take third
The wrestling Miners hosted
Southwest Missouri State,
University of Missouri-Sl.
Louis ,
and
Washington
University last Saturday for
their UMR Tournament. The
Min er matmen finished third
behind Southwest Missouri and
UMSL who tied for first place
with 55 points apiece.
UMR had 4 second place
finish e r s and 3 cons olation
winners. The seoond pla ce
fini sher s were Carl Niggemeyer
a t 118 lbs ., Dan Roper at 134
Ibs ., Bill Warner at 150 Ibs ., and

Don Dudley at heavyweight.
Consolation winners were Mark
Turley at 158Ibs., Danny Vance
at 167 lbs. , and Clayton Collier
a t 190 lbs.
This Sa turday the Miners will
entert a in Lincoln Univ ersity
a nd Northwest Missouri State in
a doubl e duel match . The action
begins at 1: 00 p.m . The Miner
fans will be able to watch the
LU Tigers who arc expected to
give defending MIAA cham J
pions, Central Missouri State,
quite a ba ttle in the MIAA
Tourna ment March 1.

UMR
GRADUATING
STUDENTS
WELCOMED :
BUY NOW AND SAVE: YES! up to $500.00
BUICK a. OLDSMOBILE are offering a CASH
REFUND on some models now till Feb. 28th.
WHY not take advantage of this offer??
SPECIAL DEALS AND FINANCING FOR
GRADUATES
Ask one of our courteous salesmen for details.
Yo"ur Olds Buick, Opel Dealer :
ECK MOTOR CO., INC.
500 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, Missouri

ANNOUNCING.~..
TM

....the mark
of excellence
in High Fidelity
Components
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11!X 4-channeI/2-channel
AM/FM Stereo Receiver
with SQ and RM Decoders
Performance Specifications

...
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Wouldn't You Rather
Come With Us?

Last year ov er 200,000 students summered in Europe. And the
trav e lwise fl ew on charters because it costs about HALF I This year a
3· 6 w ee k tick et to London is B12; 2· 3 weeker $597 . And Its S767 for over
six w ee k s f r om New York . (That' s what the airlines say now. Last
year th er e w er e two un forecast increases!)
Not only do you fly with us at half, but you can just about have your
choice of date s for 4, 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10 week dUration during the summer.
And a ll you hav e to do to qualify is reserve your seat now by sending
S100 deposit, plus S10 r egistration fee. Under recenlly new U. S.
Governm ent r egulations we must submit all flight participants
nam es and full payment sixty days before each flight. If you take the
Jun e 21 • August 19 fl i ght to London for example. deposit reserves
your se at and ApriliS you send the S199 balance . Just one price for all
flights wh e ther you pick a weekend departure liS extra on the regular
fare airlines} or peak season surcharge date .
So send for our comp lete schedu le, or to be sure of your reservation
now , mail your d eposit for one of our 3 10 5 weekly departures from
June through September . Just specify the week you want to travel and
for how long . You will receive your exact date confirmation and
r eceipt by r eturn mail. All our flights are via fully certificated, U .S.
Go"ernment standard jet and all first class service. From London
there are many student flights to all parts of the Continent, frequent
departures and many at twc. thirds off the regular fare.

REPUBLIC AIR SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL
663 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022
800·223·5389
(Toll Free)

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain.
in air travel today

1:.:::..

FM Tuner Secllon :
Usabl e Sensiti vity (IHF)
Selec tivity (IHF)
Captu re Ratio (IHF)
SOdB signal to noise mono
Stereo Separati on @ 1KHz
@ 10KH z
.Harm onlc Distorti on
Mono
Stereo
Image rejec ti on
Spurious rejection
AM suppression

1.8uV
75dB
1.7dB
2.7uV
45dB
35dB

0.2%
0.3%
97d B
94dB
45dB

12·Walls· per channel,minlmum RMS, in the 4·channel
mode and 30-Watts· per channel, minimum RMS, in

the 2-channel mode, at 8-ohms and at 4-ohms, from
20 Hz to 20 KHz with no more than 0.5% Total

Harmonic Distortion
MX Model 1620 Is a complete AM / FM stereo with a lull
co mplement of 4-channe/ co nlrols. It will provide full power
from all four amplifi ers, wheth er used as a 2·chann el or
4·channel receive r. Now, at th e fli ck of a swItch, you can
go from full 4-channel operation to 2-channet with more
th an tw ice the power per channel.

See the complete mXHigh Fidelity Series

MX AM /FM Stereo ReceiverS - herald a new
general ion of stereo receivers . In one precis ion unit,
MX assembted excellen t FM and AM tuners, a
versatile preamplifier and an output amplifier.
And w ith fea tures you reall y need an d want. Whi chever
MX receiver yo u selec t, it will be an excellen t performer
on FM stereo, FM and AM broadcasts, records and tapes.
For th ose wh o want th e ultimate in stereo reception and
reproduc tion, MX is an excellent choice.

MX High Performance
3·Way Speaker
Systems -o ffer you th e
lates t tochnology in
speaker design and fine
tonal dispersi on from
high to low range, and
th ey deli ver extremely
high frequencies with
minimum distortion.

MX Automatic
Turntable compl ete
with Cartridge, Base
and Dust Cover -is
precisely engineered to
meet the most exacting
domands for sup e~ior
performance and
faithful reproduction
of recordings .

• Measurod pursuant to Fodera i r r ado Commission (FTC) Tra de Rogul ation Rule on POwor OutP~t ClaIms for Amplifie rs.

RANCO INC •

807 No. Rolla St.

364-4332
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